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Abstract
State-of-the-art neural machine translation (NMT) systems are sequence-to-sequence neural
networks which take the input sentence in the source language, process it and output a trans-
lation in target language. These neural networks can be divided into different components:
encoder, decoder and attention mechanism. The goal of this work is to solve the vocabulary
size limitation that current NMT systems have and also automate the translation enforcement
for some domain-specific words, which means that some words will always need to be translated
to other specific words as synonyms do not have the same exact meaning.
The first problem was addressed by adding an extra layer to the neural network, which ex-
tracts the embeddings (numeric representations of each word that include information such as
meaning, context, etc.) generated by the decoder and the attention matrix for every sentence;
this way it was possible to associate each produced unknown word to its embedding and to its
source word. The actual translation for that source word is provided using an external method
and afterwards it is stored along the embedding in an external dictionary. This way, if anytime
later this word appears again, the system would be able to find its embedding close enough to
one in the dictionary and will automatically replace the unknown token in the target sentence
by the corresponding word in the dictionary.
On the other hand, the second problem also uses a dictionary. However, as it is intended to
directly replace a given source word by a specific target word, this dictionary only contains
those two words. A modification to the neural network is applied in order to be able to retrieve
the attention matrix to align the source and target words so that the system knows which word
the NMT system produced for each source word and can therefore easily replace the words
contained in the dictionary.
For the experiments, the starting point was a NMT system trained to translate from Catalan
into Spanish. For training this neural system, a mix of the Diari Oficial de la Generalitat de
Catalunya (DOGC) 1 and El Periodico 2 corpora was used, and for testing the corpus from
Consumer Eroski [Alca´zar, 2005] was used.
The results obtained during the evaluation of the first problem (the unknown words problem)
1http://dogc.gencat.cat/
2https://www.elperiodico.com/
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show that after translating 10,038 test sentences (with a total of 243,221 words), a total amount
of 10,219 unknown words were generated, of which the system proposed was able to replace
58.68%. Moreover, 68% of those replaced words (39.94% of the total unknown words generated)
were corrected by the same word that the reference translation uses. As for the BLEU score, the
translation provided by the original NMT system scores 61.0 BLEU points while the proposed
system gets a score of 64.6. Therefore, from the results of the experiments we can conclude
that the addition of this system increased 3.6 BLEU points and helped correcting at least a
39.94% of the unknown words.
The results of the second problem show that out of 255 words, 72% were correctly replaced
and 28% were not replaced as expected. This means that using this system around 72% of the
domain-specific words are correctly translated, which is a great improvement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Machine Translation
Translation has been required throughout history since the appearance of the first languages
and it has been a key factor in civilizations and globalization. Due to the recent high demand for
translation and the high cost of manual translation, some machine translation tools have been
developed to help translators in their job. There have been different approaches since the first
automatic translation system appeared [Reynolds, 1954], such as rule-based machine trans-
lation [Hutchins and Somers, 1992], statistical machine translation (SMT) [Koehn, 2009] or
neural machine translation (NMT) [Chalmers, 1990, Chrisman, 1991, N˜eco and Forcada, 1997,
Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013, Devlin et al., 2014, Sutskever et al., 2014]. This work in-
tends to try different approaches to solve two problems that the state-of-the-art NMT systems
have.
1.2 Neural Machine Translation
Neural machine translation is the newest approach to machine translation which is intended
to overtake statistical machine translation systems. Both of these approaches are corpus-
based, while rule-based machine translation systems are knowledge-based. The first scientific
1
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papers about NMT were published in the 90s, although there were already some neural systems
capable of performing tasks such as speech recognition [Rabiner and Juang, 1993] also used for
translation. NMT systems are deep neural networks which receive an input sequence of words
in the source language, i.e. a sentence, and output a sequence of words in the target language
that has the maximum probability of being the correct translation of the input.
p(yI1 | xJ1 ) =
∏I
i=1 p(yi | yi−11 , xJ1 )
where y is the target sentence (the translation) and x is the source sentence (the input), both of
them are divided into words where the subindex i is the position of each word in the sentence.
I is the length of the target sentence and J is the length of the source sentence. Therefore, yI1
and xJ1 represent the set of words from the word number 1 to the last word of the target and
source sentences respectively; and yi−11 represents the set of target words from the first one to
the last translated word (the previous generated word), i.e. the words that have already been
translated at a given time.
As any other neural network, NMT has a first stage of training. During this stage, the neural
network adjusts its parameters (weights) in order to minimize the error of the results produced.
For this task, the neural network is usually provided with some input of which the correct output
is known, this way the error can be computed automatically. After various adjustments, the
performance of the neural network is tested in a phase called development which also utilizes
inputs with known outputs but these inputs are different from the training inputs; this way it
is possible to detect if the neural network is actually ‘memorizing’ the example training inputs
or if it is really “learning” (a.k.a. overfitting). Depending on the result obtained during this
phase, the neural network will keep training or will stop. Whenever the training stops, a final
phase called testing takes place in order to perform a final evaluation. During this final stage,
the neural network utilizes another subset of the corpus with sentences not included neither in
the training corpus nor in the development corpus.
The training task for NMT tries to maximize the likelihood of obtaining the best translation
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of a given sentence over the rest of possible translations (good and bad ones):
θˆ = arg max
θ
N∑
n=1
In∑
i=1
log (p(yi|yi−11 , xJn1 ; θ))
where θ represents the model parameters, N the number of sentences of the training parallel
corpora, y is the target sentence (the translation) and x is the source sentence (the input),
both of them are divided into words where the subindex i is the position of each word in the
sentence. In is the length of the n target sentence and Jn is the length of the n source sentence.
The loss function used to determine how well the neural network is performing is the cross-
entropy loss:
H(y, yˆ) = −
I∑
i=1
yi log(yˆi)
where yˆ is the sentence obtained and y is the expected sentence, which are divided into words
that are identified by the subindex depending on their position in the sentence.
The neural network parameters are afterwards optimized using stochastic gradient descent,
which tries to minimize the loss function in an iterative way [Yin and Kushner, 1997].
During training, a parallel corpus with sentences in source language and their translations in
target language is used as the neural network needs a reference for each sentence it tries to
translate so it can check its performance. In order to be able to measure the quality of a
sentence translation some metrics shall be used. In this work BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002] has
been used (it yields a percentage score of success).
Finally, in order to determine when to stop training, a stopping criterium has to be determined.
A common approach is to stop when the BLEU score obtained when translating against a small
development corpus does not improve more than a given amount of points after a given number
of training steps. However, some implementations, like TensorFlow’s NMT package, only allow
to set as stop criteria a fixed number of training steps.
One of the best architectures proposed for these systems was the encoder-decoder [Cho et al., 2014],
as shown in Figure 1.1. It takes the input sentence as a matrix of one-hot encoded vectors, which
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means that each word is inputted to the recurrent neural network (RNN) [Jain and Medsker, 1999]
as a vector of size |V |+ 1 where V is the vocabulary size1 and only one of its components is set
to 1 (the rest are set to 0) meaning that the inputted word is associated with the position set
to 1. Afterwards, the system projects it into a continuous vector of embeddings (1), encodes
it generating a compact representation (c) of the source sentence (2), decodes it obtaining a
continuous representation of the target sentence (3) and finally converts this representation into
the target words (4) [Peris and Casacuberta, 2015]. These compact representations are called
states, a new state is created after each input word so the “meaning” of the new word is added
to the previous state (each vertical box including c are states). As the last encoder state (c)
includes all the previous states, it is considered to be the “sentence state”.
 
El    cotxe    és    molt    ràpid
El    coche    es     muy   rápido
2
1
3
4
c
Figure 1.1: encoder-decoder diagram
The embeddings [Hill et al., 2014] are numeric representations of words which are learned dur-
ing training as any other parameter and interpreted by the neural network for the translation
task. Each word in the vocabulary has its own embedding, for example:
coche←→ [1.2434, 32.645, 0.2346, 85.129, 36.4, 2.074, ...]
1One extra position is reserved for the UNK token meaning that the input word is not in the vocabulary
and therefore it is unknown.
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The issue with this approach is that it does not perform well for long sentences, as the rep-
resentation of the source sentence (c) is not able to “store” the whole sentence meaning, and
therefore the translation will not meet the expected quality. This problem was solved with
the addition of an attention mechanism (Figure 1.2) [Bahdanau et al., 2014], which is an extra
layer (feed-forward neural network [Svozil et al., 1997]) that decides which source states the
decoder has to pay more attention to in order to translate a given word. The first difference
with the simple encoder-decoder architecture is that the enconder of this new architecture is
(usually) a bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bidirectional RNN), which allows the en-
coder to generate a compact representation of each source word (1) taking into account the
whole sentence context, and not only given the previous words as before. From these states,
the attention mechanism determines how important each source word is at a given time step
(2), in other words, it determines the importance of each source word associated to each target
word. Afterwards, a softmax function (ϕ) is applied to the weights generated by the attention
mechanism. This function normalizes those weights so that their sum is 1.
For example, in the sentence “El senyal e´s molt ra`pid”, in order to generate the target word
ra´pida the importance of each source word could be 12% for El, 8.4% for senyal, 3% for e´s,
3% for molt and 73.6% for ra`pid. The vector ci contains the addition of the product between
these values and each state. Note that although El and senyal might not seem truly related
to ra´pida, they help to determine its gender and number. Finally, given the attention vector
ci, the previous decoder state si−1 and the last generated target word, the new decoder state
si is created (3) and decoded into an embedding which is later turned into a target word. The
same way the input words were inputted as one-hot vectors, the output word is determined
after applying a Softmax to the score assigned to each word of the target language vocabulary,
picking up the one with highest probability-score.
To summarize, the attention mechanism provides a dynamic representation of the relevant part
of the source sentence at target step i.
Each attention vector ci can be considered as a row of the attention matrix. This matrix has
been used in order to easily check the alignment of the source and target words (if the first
source word has been translated to the second target word) or in other words, to check which
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El senyal és molt ràpid
1
2 a
c5
φ
La señal es muy rápida
s4 s5
...
...
...
3
Figure 1.2: Attention Mechanism diagram
source words have influenced the most a given target word. An example of an attention matrix
is shown in Figure 1.3.
1.3 Problems addressed and state-of-the-art
The encoder-decoder architecture along with attention mechanism performs well in the trans-
lation task, in some cases much better than Statistical Machine Translation [Koehn, 2009,
Kinoshita et. al, 2017]. However, it has some limitations that have not been overcome yet.
For the training task, it is required to provide the network with a fixed vocabulary for both
the source and target languages. Therefore, if at testing time the source sentence, the target
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Figure 1.3: Attention Matrix.
The lighter the cell’s color, the more attention the system pays to the left word in order to
output the top word.
sentence or both of them contain a word not included in that vocabulary, the NMT system
will not know which word to output and will produce an UNK token, meaning the word to
be translated was unknown. The vocabulary needs to be fixed and limited because today’s
NMT systems cannot handle large vocabularies as it implies storing huge vectors in memory
for the input one-hot-vectors and output softmax-vectors, which would turn into a bottle neck
(dealing with lots of words is a resource-intensive task and it would drastically slow down
the neural network). Moreover, the more parameters the neural network has, the longer the
training task will take. A common approach for this problem is byte pair encoding (BPE)
[Sennrich et al., 2015], which learns the best way of partitioning the words and processes the
corpus applying those partitioning rules. This way, the vocabulary size is greatly reduced as
it now contains pieces of words that can be repeated (it is similar to a compression system).
BPE also minimizes the chances of obtaining unknown words as the NMT system learns to
translate pieces of words into other pieces of words, providing the neural network the “ability”
of creating new words by translating a coherent set of pieces of words into other pieces of words
that actually do not mean anything when they are put together.
The original NMT system is usually trained with a corpus limited to a specific domain, causing
the neural network to perform well in that domain but obtaining poor results when tested
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against other domains. A good example of this can be seen when after training with a corpus
generated from a newspaper, the NMT system translates a standard sentence to journalistic
style sentences. Furthermore, the neural network may encounter some difficulties when trans-
lating domain specific words. For example, in a juridic domain, words like theft, robbery or
burglary always need to be translated to a specific word as other “synonyms” do not have the
exact same meaning. This problem is magnified when these domain-specific terms do not be-
long to the same domain the neural network was trained for. Nowadays, the only way to solve
this problem is editing the translation and manually correcting the domain-specific words.
This work intends to introduce some techniques to overcome or minimize the problem when
unknown words appear and cannot be generated and the problem of forcing the system to
translate a given word by another concrete word.
Chapter 2
Limited vocabulary and unknown
words
As previously stated, the source sentence is split into words, each word is reflected in a one-hot
encoded vector and later converted into its associated embedding, which serves as input to the
encoder. Later, the decoder outputs the embeddings of the target words that will form the
target sentence. Although it might seem that the source and target embeddings are somehow
related and that there could exist a correlation between them, there is not. It is not possible
to translate a sentence by means of its embeddings, an embedding is a mere representation
of the meaning and context in which a given word uses to appear. Every time the decoder
outputs an embedding, the NMT system by default checks if there is a close match between
that embedding and the embedding of a target word in the target vocabulary.
In order to overcome the limited vocabulary and unknown words problem, the original NMT
system needs to be modified. The approach followed in this work consists of adding an external
dictionary with the vocabulary that the original system does not have. This dictionary stores
the new target words along with their embeddings. Every time a translation is performed, the
proposed system will look for any UNK tokens generated. Once it has identified all the unknown
words and recovered their embeddings, the proposed system will check if the dictionary already
contains a close embedding for any of the unknown words. The method used to compute the
9
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Source sentence Translation
Embeddings Attention 
Matrix
Figure 2.1: NMT system modified as a black-box
closeness of two or more embeddings, is the Euclidean distance. In order to determine whether
two embeddings are close enough to replace the unknown token by the dictionary word, a
threshold was established after approximately 1,000 tests, which tested the Euclidean distance
between same words with same meaning but in different sentences, same words with different
meanings (polysemous words), same sentences but using synonyms, etcetera with many differ-
ent words. Some examples of these tests are shown in Table 2.1.
agrada molesta cotxe
Same word same meaning 5.89 5.05 5.85
Same word different meaning 7.17 7.66 8.22
Synonyms 6.03 5.95 6.10
Similar words 11.11 9.59 12.65
Table 2.1: Euclidean distance between words. Each number is the average Euclidean distance
of at least 5 different sentences.
The experiments resulted in a threshold of 6.0 points of the Euclidean distance, meaning that
only embeddings with an Euclidean distance ≤6.0 will be considered close enough to make the
replacement. If there is only one close match, the associated word in the dictionary will replace
the unknown token. In case there is more than one, the closest match will be used. However, if
there are no close embeddings in the dictionary, the proposed system will look in the attention
matrix for the original word that has been translated into the unknown (see Figure 1.3), it will
get a translation for that word in that sentence, either from manual user input or automatically
using an alignment model or another automatic translation system, and add the translation and
its embedding to the dictionary. If the threshold was higher, some words would be incorrectly
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replaced, while if it was lower, there might be some words that would not be replaced and
would be left as UNK tokens.
The original neural network is modified so that the target embeddings and the attention matrix
can be read after the translation. If we looked at the modified NMT system as a black-box,
the resulting system would look as shown in Figure 2.1.
In case the unknown word is not in the dictionary yet, the proposed system is designed to ask
the user for a translation given the source word and the source sentence.
Some limitations of this approach are not being able to replace sequences of words in the
target sentence (so if one word in source language is translated into a sequence of words in
target language, the proposed system will not be able to produce that sequence of words, and
vice-versa). Another limitation is the lack of automation when providing a translation for an
unknown word and the slowdown at translation time if the system is asked for the translation
of too many sentences at once, as the current implementation needs to translate the sentences
one by one in order to keep track of their attention matrix and their word’s embeddings (i.e.
the current implementation does not support parallelism).
In order to avoid having to provide manual translation for each unknown word, an external
translation system or an external source of bilingual information could be used. Also, the
translation speed can be increased by adding some processing to the attention matrix and
embedding outputs, which would allow the current implementation to parallelize the translation
task as, when parallelizing with TensorFlow, the attention matrices of all sentences are required
to have the size of the longest sentence in order to be able to perform mathematical operations
efficiently. The processing would mainly consist on cleaning up the matrices that are bigger
because of that.
Chapter 3
Domain-specific vocabulary
There are some situations where a given word needs to be always translated into another specific
word. This usually happens when translating domain specific texts, especially if they belong
to juridical, medical or technical domains.
For this purpose, another modification on top of the original attention-based NMT system is
proposed in this work. This modification uses another dictionary, but this time it only stores
the source word and its translation.
The only requirement is that the NMT system has to output the attention matrix and the
target sentence because the proposed system needs to check the alignments for each target
word.
In the first place, this approach uses the neural network to translate the sentence, afterwards it
looks for any source word that is included in the domain dictionary and checks in the attention
matrix what target words they have been translated into in order to replace them by the specific
translation stored in the dictionary.
This proposal has different advantages. On the one hand, not having to force the neural network
to learn that a given word should always be translated into another word, which might entail a
lower translation quality (e.g. having many repetitions of the same word in the same sentence),
and also avoids having to train the whole neural network with a domain-specific corpus every
12
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time you need it to translate texts from a different domain. Furthermore, it does not need any
major modifications to the NMT system, so it is easily adaptable to different NMT architectures
and implementations.
To summarize, it does not matter the domain the neural network was trained on, the proposed
system is an extra component that will automatically edit the translation making sure the
domain-specific words are correctly translated.
This proposal presents some limitations such as the incapability of dealing with sequences of
words, it only supports one to one translation enforcement (i.e. it can only replace a single word
by another word). Also, it presents the same slowdown in translation as explained in Chapter
2. Another additional problem is that the decoder is not aware of the changes produced to
the target sentence (the target words replacement), which may result in agreement or concord
problems among others. If the decoder is modified so it knows about the changes, it would
probably improve the translation quality as the NMT system would translate the following
words after the replaced word having information like gender and number of that word that
otherwise it would not have.
Chapter 4
Experiments
4.1 Environment
The hardware and software used for this project will be described in this section. In order to
train the NMT neural network and perform some experiments, an Amazon Web Service1 EC2
Instance has been used. The instance was configured as a p2.xlarge instance with 100GB of
secondary memory for training and 30 to 50GB for the experiments. For training, it needs
more memory as the corpora used takes up a lot of space and the network backs up its state
frequently. The p2.xlarge instances have an NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, 4 vCPUs and 61 GiB of
RAM.
The OS running on the instance was Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS. Anaconda was installed and
configured to run Python 3 with TensorFlow2 nightly build from 01-10-2018 optimized for
GPU usage. In order to be able to use the GPU, CUDA 9.0 3 and cudNN 7.0 4 5 were installed
and configured. The NMT package of TensorFlow6 used is the nightly version from the same
1https://aws.amazon.com/
2https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/
3https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-90-download-archive
4https://developer.nvidia.com/compute/machine-learning/cudnn/secure/v7.0.5/prod/9.0 20171129/
Ubuntu16 04-x64/libcudnn7 7.0.5.15-1+cuda9.0 amd64
5https://developer.nvidia.com/compute/machine-learning/cudnn/secure/v7.0.5/prod/9.0 20171129/
Ubuntu16 04-x64/libcudnn7-dev 7.0.5.15-1+cuda9.0 amd64
6https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt
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date as TensorFlow. Using nightly versions is recommended; however, working with nightly
builds can result in errors or bugs introduced by third parties or changes that would require
some modifications of the architecture here proposed. To avoid spending time solving these
sort of problems, the versions previously mentioned were fixed and were not updated during
development.
4.2 Corpora Used
The corpora used in this work include the Spanish-Catalan corpus from the Diari Oficial de
la Generalitat de Catalunya (DOGC)7, El Periodico8 and Consumer Eroski [Alca´zar, 2005].
All corpora were tokenized, filtered so that every sentence was between 4 and 50 words long,
processed so that every number was replaced by a NUM token and lowercased after training a
TrueCase model [Lita et al., 2003]. The scripts provided by Moses [Koehn, 2009] were used for
the tokenization, the filtering and the TrueCasing tasks. The information about the resulting
corpora can be found in Table 4.1.
Corpus # Sentences # Words CA # Words ES
DOGC 6,448,644 134,750,251 124,824,033
El periodico 668,955 15,188,660 14,005,575
Consumer Eroski 50,191 1,227,894 1,130,880
Table 4.1: Information about the corpora used in this work.
4.2.1 NMT Baseline-System training corpora
The corpus used for training the NMT baseline-system was a mix of the DOGC and El Periodico
corpora. Each corpus was divided as shown in Table 4.2.
Finally, those subsets were mixed resulting in the corpora as shown in Table 4.3
The vocabulary for both languages included the 30,000 most common words.
7http://dogc.gencat.cat/
8https://www.elperiodico.com/
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Task Corpus % # Sentences
Training DOGC 84% 5,416,861
Training El Periodico 84% 561,922
Development DOGC 8% 515,891
Development El Periodico 8% 53,516
Test DOGC 8% 515,891
Test El Periodico 8% 53,516
Table 4.2: This table shows how the corpora were divided and the tasks in which they were
used.
Task # Sentences # Words CA # Words ES
Training 5,978,783 125,510,036 116,145,028
Development 569,407 12,013,567 11,155,345
Test 569,407 12,049,179 11,122,977
Table 4.3: Summary of the corpora used for each task.
4.2.2 Results evaluation corpora
For the evaluation of the results after the experiments, the corpus from Consumer Eroski was
used. Note that this corpus was not used for training the neural network, it was used to evaluate
the system proposed.
This corpus was divided in two, one for development which was used in the “Limited vocabulary
and unknown words” problem, and another part for testing that was used in both problems’
evaluation. The development part was used to extract some information such as unknown words
from the corpus and later the test part was used to check the performance of the proposed
system.
Task % # Sentences # Words CA # Words ES
Development 80% 40,153 982,319 904,707
Test 20% 10,038 245,575 226,173
Table 4.4: Consumer Eroski corpus division.
4.3 Neural Network Training
The configuration of TensorFlow was set to use Scaled Luong Attention Mechanism [Luong et al., 2015],
the source and target languages were Catalan and Spanish respectively, the number of training
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steps was 72,000 and the metric to evaluate the translation performance was BLEU [Papineni et al., 2002].
The neural network was a 2-layer LSTM sequence to sequence model with 128-dim hidden units
and embeddings with a dropout of 0.2. Stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 1.0
was used.
TensorFlow NMT’s implementation only allows to define as stopping criteria a given number
of training steps. This number was determined after testing the learning curve of the NMT
system for the Catalan-Spanish pair of languages, the results obtained were as follows:
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
65
70
75
80
85
90
Number of steps (thousands)
Development BLEU Score
As shown in the graph, the BLEU does not improve much after 65,000 steps and it takes over
1h for each 1,000 steps. This is why the NMT system was trained for 72,000 steps.
The BLEU score and perplexity [Brown et al., 1992] obtained in the last test phase evaluation
for this original (non-modified) NMT system were:
• BLEU: 82.9
• Perplexity: 1.56
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4.4 Results and Evaluation
4.4.1 Limited vocabulary and Unknown words
Due to the nature of the problem and the system proposed, evaluating the results is not
straightforward. The system proposed depends on a dictionary of unknown words and their
embeddings. The bigger the dictionary, the better the results. Therefore, running this system
with an empty dictionary would behave as if the system was not modified at all, the resulting
sentence would be exactly the same as the one generated by the baseline NMT system. On
the other hand, if we ran the proposed system with a dictionary containing all the possible
words, it would probably outperform the system under normal conditions, which would not be
representative either.
In order to obtain representative and reliable results for evaluation, the Consumer Eroski corpus
was divided in two parts as explained before, 80% of the corpus was used to generate a dictionary
file (development task) using the trained network previously explained. Later, the proposed
system translates the remaining 20% of the corpus, this way only the unknown words learned
during development will be replaced, leaving the remaining as unknown. The same 20% of the
corpus is also translated by the original NMT system, and both translations are compared.
An alignment model [Och et al., 1999] using GIZA++ has been generated using all the corpora
here stated in order to obtain the translations of the unknown words and fill the dictionary.
Moreover, this alignment model has been used to evaluate the results obtained, checking if the
replaced words match the reference words or not. This way it was possible to automatically fill
the dictionary and perform an automatic evaluation.
To evaluate the result, the number of unknown words replaced, the number of words correctly
replaced, their comparison to the total amount of unknown words and BLEU metrics have been
used.
After translating 10,038 sentences (with a total of 243,221 words) of the test evaluation corpus, a
total amount of 10,219 unknown words were generated. Once the system proposed was executed
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against that translation, it was able to replace 5,997 of the 10,219 unknown words (58.68%),
as the remaining words’ embeddings had an Euclidean distance higher than 6.0. Moreover, the
alignment model shows that 4,082 of those replaced words were replaced by the same word that
the reference translation uses. This means that it is safe to affirm that those 4,082 words were
correctly replaced but there is not enough information to automatically determine whether the
remaining 1,915 replaced words were correct or not, as the system may have used synonyms or
other words that would be considered to be valid in that context. These correct words were
later classified depending on their Euclidean distance as shown in Table 4.5.
Distance range Correct Words Incorrect Words
[0,1[ 2299 1
[1,2[ 661 2
[2,3[ 372 51
[3,4[ 290 357
[4,5[ 245 691
[5,6] 215 813
Table 4.5: Relation between Euclidean distance and correctness of the replaced words.
Results in Table 4.5 show that the results get worse as the Euclidean distance increases. In
a production environment, it would be possible to set the Euclidean distance threshold to 1,
which would greatly decrease the probability of replacing a word incorrectly. However, for this
experiment the Euclidean Distance was left as 6.0 because, as explained before, there could
be some words classified as Incorrect words that are actually correct but do not match the
alignment system.
During the manual review of the replacements, it was noticeable that some of the words that
were not corrected properly had a “generic embedding” as they are words that do not appear
very much in the corpora, and therefore their embeddings have a really broad “meaning”.
Therefore, the system will replace them even when their embeddings are close not because
their meaning in natural language is similar but because the network did not have enough
information to give a proper meaning (embedding) to those words and therefore they were
assigned a “broad-embedding”. For the network, it is probably as if it was replacing the word
“something”.
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As for the BLEU score, the translation provided by the original NMT system on the Con-
sumer Eroski evaluation corpus scores 61.0 BLEU points while the proposed system gets a
score of 64.6. Note that the same non-modified system performed 82.9 BLEU points on the
DOGC+ElPeriodico corpora and now it performs 60.9 on the experiments corpus. This is due
to the different nature and domains of both corpora, and as this network was trained with the
first corpora, it performs better when translating in-domain. Moreover, it was also tested the
BLEU performance when downgrading the Euclidean distance to 1, resulting in a BLEU score
of 64.3.
Therefore, we can conclude that the addition of this system increased 3.6 BLEU points and
helped correcting at least a 39.9% of the unknown words properly.
As shown in the examples below, there are a lot of unknown words correctly replaced. However,
the last two sentences are clear examples of some of the limitations this system presents: there
are some unknown words that cannot be replaced (if they are not in the dictionary yet) and
sometimes it can replace a word by an incorrect one. The examples below have been picked
from the evaluation corpus.
Original NMT: para ello se <unk> materiales so´lidos.
Our system: para ello se empleaban materiales so´lidos.
Original NMT: en estas bebidas puede haber <unk> de carbono complejos.
Our system: en estas bebidas puede haber hidratos de carbono complejos.
Original NMT: en otros pa´ıses europeos, la donacio´n de sangre esta´ <unk> econo´micamente.
Our system: en otros pa´ıses europeos, la donacio´n de sangre esta´ recompensada econo´micamente.
Original NMT: en la nevera o el <unk>.
Our system: en la nevera o el acentuar.
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Original NMT: entre los ma´s perjudicados destaca el tan <unk> <unk>, que ha visto dis-
minuida la <unk> poblacio´n en un <num>% en los u´ltimos an˜os.
Our system: entre los ma´s perjudicados destaca el tan <unk> avergonzamos, que ha visto
disminuida la <unk> poblacio´n en un <num>% en los u´ltimos an˜os.
4.4.2 Domain specific vocabulary
In order to test the “Limited vocabulary and Unknown words” proposed system, the Consumer
Eroski corpus was used again. This time, a vocabulary containing all the different words was
generated and analyzed, selecting the 100 more frequent words of this corpus. Those words were
added to the domain dictionary and were to be translated to a ‘DOMAIN WORD’ token.
These 100 words appeared a total of 142,038 times in the corpus, out of the 245,575 words
that the corpus has. Note that although not all of those words are domain-specific-words, they
were selected in order to have more occurrences and therefore be able to extract representative
results and will be referred to as domain-specific-words in this section.
After modifying the original system, trained as explained at the beginning of this chapter, to
replace the domain-specific-words included in the domain dictionary, the system was executed
and the results were analyzed.
The results show that the words were correctly replaced by the token 105,250 times (74.1%).
Therefore, over 74% of the occurrences of the domain-specific-words contained in the dictionary
were correctly replaced, ensuring a specific translation rather than outputting synonyms or other
words.
Some of the words included in the domain-specific-vocabulary dictionary are:
cap anys ser pot
molt aigua altres noms
encara fins euros temps
Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
This work is intended to serve as a starting point for future research attempting to solve
or minimize the limited vocabulary size problem as well as the domain-specific vocabulary
issue. Moreover, it has made me learn many things about machine translation, the state-of-
the-art architectures, some of the on-going research works, etc. Furthermore, I learned about
TensorFlow, Amazon Web Services and a lot of different tools that I did not know of before.
Some of the things I have learned during this work are stated in Appendix A.
The results obtained proof that it is possible to obtain good results following the approach
described in this work. The system proposed is able to provide the original neural network with
a larger vocabulary even after training, while keeping the coupling with the implementation of
the neural network low.
Future work might include the addition of features that allow the system to replace unknown
words when there is not a correlation of 1-to-1, as this would probably greatly improve the
results, especially for languages that have many compound words, like Germanic languages;
also, the evaluation of the domain-specific-vocabulary approach could be performed with only
domain-specific words (e.g. using only those words which have a Wikipedia page), which would
also require a larger evaluation corpus. Moreover, other methods for determining the threshold
for the unknown words problem should be considered. Another possible improvement is the
optimization of the translation process while extracting the attention vector and embedding of
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each word or the modification of the architecture so that the decoder is aware of the changes
produced by the system proposed (when replacing a word), as it was explained in more detail
at the end of chapters 2 and 3.
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Appendix A
Tasks Performed for this project
Thanks to this work, I have:
• Learned how to use Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon’s cloud computing platform.
• Created instances of AWS with different configurations.
• Created an image (AMI) of the instance configuration and the environment for this work
in AWS.
• Understood the whole architecture of Neural Machine Translation (NMT).
• Understood the current approaches to the problems addressed in this work.
• Learned TensorFlow (Google’s open source machine learning framework) which I found
pretty difficult due to its complex paradigm.
• Fully understood the implementation of NMT in TensorFlow.
• Learned to process and correctly combine different corpora for training, development and
testing.
• Obtained different corpora and processed them.
• Trained NMT systems with different configurations.
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• Designed different potential solutions for the problems addressed in this work.
• Implemented them and selected the most promising options.
• Modified the baseline NMT system to extract the attention vectors.
• Modified the baseline NMT system to extract the word embeddings.
• Added extra features that work on top of the neural network.
• Integrated those features with the baseline NMT system.
• Designed an evaluation strategy.
• Evaluated the proposed system.
• among other tasks...
Appendix B
NMT Modifications
This works includes some modifications to the original TensorFlow NMT package.
In order to be able to print the attention matrix and the embeddings, a new file named
tf_print.py was created. This file includes different functions that print TensorFlow ma-
trices in a clear and legible format which later will be read by the system proposed. These
functions need to be called from the neural network at the exact time when the attention ma-
trix is computed and also right before the embeddings are processed. This is why it required
making a copy of the original tensorflow/contrib/seq2seq/python/ops/basic_decoder.py
and tensorflow/contrib/seq2seq/python/ops/attention_wrapper.py, to include the print
statements without changing the original behavior of the neural network (figures B.1 and B.2).
Finally, the attention_model.py and model.py files were modified so they call the newly
created and modified copies of the previous files (figures B.3 and B.4).
Note that only the modified files are shown in this section, files created for this project can be
found in the repository and will not be displayed here.
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24/08/2018, 13*11modified · martingrm/tf@18ef81c
Page 1 of 1https://github.com/martingrm/tf/commit/18ef81cec7b81c4d1058938bb9f23dfc205de255
modified
 master
 committed 11 seconds ago 1 parent 7c9c78c commit 18ef81cec7b81c4d1058938bb9f23dfc205de255
Showing 2 changed files with 6 additions and 0 deletions.
0 comments on commit 18ef81c
martingrm / tf Private
Browse files
martingrm
Unified Split
 attention_wrapper.py
24 24
25 25
26 26
27
27 28
28 29
29 30
308 309
309 310
310 311
312
311 313
312 314
313 315
2 
  
  import numpy as np
  
+ from . import tf_print
  from tensorflow.python.framework import dtypes
  from tensorflow.python.framework import ops
  from tensorflow.python.framework import tensor_shape
      g = variable_scope.get_variable(
          "attention_g", dtype=dtype, initializer=1.)
      score = g * score
+   score = tf_print.tf_print2file(score, [score], message="", outputFile="./attention_score.txt")
    return score
  
  
 basic_decoder.py
28 28
29 29
30 30
31
31 32
32 33
33 34
129 130
130 131
131 132
133
132 134
135
136
133 137
134 138
135 139
4 
  from tensorflow.python.layers import base as layers_base
  from tensorflow.python.ops import rnn_cell_impl
  from tensorflow.python.util import nest
+ from . import tf_print
  
  
  __all__ = [
        `(outputs, next_state, next_inputs, finished)`.
      """
      with ops.name_scope(name, "BasicDecoderStep", (time, inputs, state)):
+       #inputs = Print(inputs, [inputs], message="INPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
        cell_outputs, cell_state = self._cell(inputs, state)
+       # cell_outputs = Print(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="CELL_OUTPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
+       cell_outputs = tf_print.tf_print2file(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="", outputFile="./embeddings_output")
        if self._output_layer is not None:
          cell_outputs = self._output_layer(cell_outputs)
        sample_ids = self._helper.sample(
Figure B.1: basic decoder.py modifications
24/08/2018, 13*11modified · martingrm/tf@18ef81c
Page 1 of 1https://github.com/martingrm/tf/commit/18ef81cec7b81c4d1058938bb9f23dfc205de255
modified
 master
 committed 11 seconds ago 1 parent 7c9c78c commit 18ef81cec7b81c4d1058938bb9f23dfc205de255
Showing 2 changed files with 6 additions and 0 deletions.
0 comments on commit 18ef81c
martingrm / tf Private
Browse files
martingrm
Unified Split
 attention_wrapper.py
24 24
25 25
26 26
27
27 28
28 29
29 30
308 309
309 310
310 311
312
311 313
312 314
313 315
2 
  
  import numpy as np
  
+ from . import tf_print
  from tensorflow.python.framework import dtypes
  from tensorflow.python.framework import ops
  from tensorflow.python.framework import tensor_shape
      g = variable_scope.get_variable(
          "attention_g", dtype=dtype, initializer=1.)
      score = g * score
+   score = tf_print.tf_print2file(score, [score], message="", outputFile="./attention_score.txt")
    return score
  
  
 basic_decoder.py
28 28
29 29
30 30
31
31 32
32 33
33 34
129 130
130 131
131 132
133
132 134
135
136
133 137
134 138
135 139
4 
  from tensorflow.python.layers import base as layers_base
  from tensorflow.python.ops import rnn_cell_impl
  from tensorflow.python.util import nest
+ from . import tf_print
  
  
  __all__ = [
        `(outputs, next_state, next_inputs, finished)`.
      """
      with ops.name_scope(name, "BasicDecoderStep", (time, inputs, state)):
+       #inputs = Print(inputs, [inputs], message="INPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
        cell_outputs, cell_state = self._cell(inputs, state)
+       # cell_outputs = Print(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="CELL_OUTPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
+       cell_outputs = tf_print.tf_print2file(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="", outputFile="./embeddings_output")
        if self._output_layer is not None:
          cell_outputs = self._output_layer(cell_outputs)
        sample_ids = self._helper.sample(
Figure B.2: attention wrapper.py modifications
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Page 1 of 6https://github.com/martingrm/nmt/commit/a19febd522c4494dc5c8ec1be5f16cc4276aa08e
NMT Modifications
 master
 committed 2 minutes ago 1 parent aaf88dd commit a19febd522c4494dc5c8ec1be5f16cc4276aa08e
Showing 5 changed files with 1,581 additions and 5 deletions.
martingrm / nmt
forked from tensorflow/nmt
Browse files
martingrm
Unified Split
 nmt/attention_model.py
21 21
22 22
23 23
24
25
24 26
25 27
26 28
114 116
115 117
116 118
117
119
118 120
119 121
120 122
148 150
149 151
150 152
151
153
152 154
153 155
154
156
155 157
156 158
157 159
179 181
180 182
181 183
184
185
182 186
183 187
10 
  
  from . import model
  from . import model_helper
+ from . import attention_wrapper
+ from . import tf_print
  
  __all__ = ["AttentionModel"]
  
      # Only generate alignment in greedy INFER mode.
      alignment_history = (self.mode == tf.contrib.learn.ModeKeys.INFER and
                           beam_width == 0)
-     cell = tf.contrib.seq2seq.AttentionWrapper(
+     cell = attention_wrapper.AttentionWrapper(
          cell,
          attention_mechanism,
          attention_layer_size=num_units,
  
    # Mechanism
    if attention_option == "luong":
-     attention_mechanism = tf.contrib.seq2seq.LuongAttention(
+     attention_mechanism = attention_wrapper.LuongAttention(
          num_units, memory, memory_sequence_length=source_sequence_length)
    elif attention_option == "scaled_luong":
-     attention_mechanism = tf.contrib.seq2seq.LuongAttention(
+     attention_mechanism = attention_wrapper.LuongAttention(
          num_units,
          memory,
          memory_sequence_length=source_sequence_length,
        tf.transpose(attention_images, [1, 2, 0]), -1)
    # Scale to range [0, 255]
    attention_images *= 255
+   #attention_images = tf.Print(attention_images, [attention_images], message="ATTENTION MATRIX ========> ", summarize=10000000)
+   attention_images = tf_print.tf_print2file(attention_images, [attention_images], message="", outputFile="./attention_output
    attention_summary = tf.summary.image("attention_images", attention_images)
    return attention_summary
 nmt/attention_wrapper.py1,345 
 nmt/basic_decoder.py
... ...
147 
 @@ -0,0 +1,147 @@
Load diff
Large diffs are not rendered by default.
Figure B.3: attention model.py modifications
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24/08/2018, 12)26NMT Modifications · martingrm/nmt@a19febd
Page 4 of 6https://github.com/martingrm/nmt/commit/a19febd522c4494dc5c8ec1be5f16cc4276aa08e
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
+       inputs: A (structure of) input tensors.
+       state: A (structure of) state tensors and TensorArrays.
+       name: Name scope for any created operations.
+     Returns:
+       `(outputs, next_state, next_inputs, finished)`.
+     """
+     with ops.name_scope(name, "BasicDecoderStep", (time, inputs, state)):
+       #inputs = Print(inputs, [inputs], message="INPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
+       cell_outputs, cell_state = self._cell(inputs, state)
+       # cell_outputs = Print(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="CELL_OUTPUTS ========> ", summarize=10000000)
+       cell_outputs = tf_print.tf_print2file(cell_outputs, [cell_outputs], message="", outputFile="./embeddings_output")
+       if self._output_layer is not None:
+         cell_outputs = self._output_layer(cell_outputs)
+       sample_ids = self._helper.sample(
+           time=time, outputs=cell_outputs, state=cell_state)
+       (finished, next_inputs, next_state) = self._helper.next_inputs(
+           time=time,
+           outputs=cell_outputs,
+           state=cell_state,
+           sample_ids=sample_ids)
+     outputs = BasicDecoderOutput(cell_outputs, sample_ids)
+     return (outputs, next_state, next_inputs, finished)
 nmt/model.py
27 27
28 28
29 29
30
30 31
31 32
32 33
398 399
399 400
400 401
401
402
402 403
403 404
404 405
450 451
451 452
452 453
453
454
454 455
455 456
456 457
5 
  from . import model_helper
  from .utils import iterator_utils
  from .utils import misc_utils as utils
+ from . import basic_decoder
  
  utils.check_tensorflow_version()
  
              time_major=self.time_major)
  
          # Decoder
-         my_decoder = tf.contrib.seq2seq.BasicDecoder(
+         my_decoder = basic_decoder.BasicDecoder(
              cell,
              helper,
              decoder_initial_state,)
                  self.embedding_decoder, start_tokens, end_token)
  
            # Decoder
-           my_decoder = tf.contrib.seq2seq.BasicDecoder(
+           my_decoder = basic_decoder.BasicDecoder(
                cell,
                helper,
                decoder_initial_state,
 nmt/tf_print.py
... ...
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
79 
 @@ -0,0 +1,79 @@
+ """
+ The default tf.Print op goes to STDERR
+ Use the function below to direct the output to stdout or a file instead
+ Usage:
+ > x=tf.ones([1, 2])
+ > y=tf.zeros([1, 3])
+ > p = x*x
+ > p = tf_print(p, [x, y], "hello")
+ > p.eval()
+ hello [[ 0.  0.]]
+ hello [[ 1.  1.]]
Figure B.4: model.py modifications
Appendix C
How to run the system
The set up of the system proposed will be explained in this section, but there will not be any
explanation about how to train the baseline neural network as it is out of the scope of this
document. For more information about how to train a neural network with TensorFlow please
refer to the official TensorFlow NMT documentation1.
The last version of the system used in this work includes:
• NMT package with custom modifications (explained in Appendix B).
• martingrm package which includes the main features of this project.
Both packages can be found in GitHub’s martingrm/nmt2 repository.
For the system to properly work, the following requirements must be met:
• At least 10GB of free storage capacity.
• At least 4GB of RAM.
• Python >= 3.6
1https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt
2https://github.com/martingrm/nmt
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• TensorFlow with the optimal configuration for the specific computer. The optimal ver-
sion for running this system is the nightly version from 01-10-2018, other versions might
encounter incompatibilities or unexpected behavior.
• The modified NMT package and the extra packages stated before.
C.1 Instructions
1. Download the code included in the repository and make sure you meet all the requirements
to run the system.
2. Create a file with the sentence(s) you want to translate, for better results they should be
processed the same way the training corpus was (tokenized, lowercased, etc.).
3. Configure the system depending on which part(s) you want to execute:
• Domain-specific vocabulary enforcement feature: fill the domain dictionary.json file
with pairs of words source:target.
• Unknown words feature: it is possible to configure the translations input changing
the boolean variables manualMode or alignMode to True or False depending on your
interest (if both variables are set to False the system will just replace the words it
already knows, the ones it already has stored in its dictionary, and will not learn
any new unknown words) in the martingrm/get_unk_emb.py file.
– manualMode will prompt the user for the translation of any unknown word the
system finds while translating.
– alignMode requires an alignment model along with the source and reference sen-
tences so the system can automatically extract the translation of each unknown
word.
4. Finally, you only have to run the following command inside the nmt/ folder:
python3 run.py \
--out_dir=/path/to/trained/neuralnetwork \
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--inference_input_file=/path/to/input/sentences/file.lang \
--inference_output_file=/path/to/output/sentences/file.lang
It is also possible to add the following options in order to tell the system which parts you
want to execute:
--unknown=True --domain=True
I strongly recommend redirecting the output to another file in case you want to review the logs
later.
C.2 Example
We will translate the sentence “ahir em van furtar la cartera a la feina .”. Note that
it has been tokenized and lowercased as all the corpora used in this work.
Let’s assume the system will translate furtar by robar but we want it to translate it by hurtar.
We need to configure the system so it makes sure the word furtar is correctly translated. To
do so, we need to add the following to the file domain_dictionary.json:
{
...
"furtar":"hurtar",
...
}
Also, we realize that the word ahir was not in the neural network vocabulary and we want
the system to learn it. For this purpose, we set the option manualMode to True in the
martingrm/get_unk_emb.py file (and leaving the option alignMode False).
Assuming:
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• we stored the sentence in a single file in /users/ubuntu/input.ca
• we stored the previously trained neural network in /users/ubuntu/nn/
• we want to save the output to /users/ubuntu/translation.es
We can run the system from inside the nmt/ folder as follows:
python3 run.py \
--out_dir=/users/ubuntu/nn \
--inference_input_file=/users/ubuntu/input.ca \
--inference_output_file=/users/ubuntu/translation.es
The system will:
1. Run the neural network to translate the sentence.
2. Replace the word robar (that the neural network translated incorrectly) by hurtar.
3. Ask the user for the translation of ahir.
4. And finally, once the user provides this translation, it will automatically use it for the
current sentence, saving the final translation in /users/ubuntu/translation.es.
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